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Jobs



The Work of an 
Actress
To entertain us 



A NYC Taxi Driver
To take us from place to place



A Culinary Chef
To give us a taste of another 

culture



Police 

Police

To keep us safe



A Janitor
To keep our buildings clean



A Teacher
To teach us 
what we need to 
know



A Doorman
To keep our buildings 
safe



Have you ever looked at the earth and noticed that everyone 
has a part? Because everyone does have a part even the 
beggars. If no one had a job our world would be nothing. How do 
we eat? Farmers, Chefs, Hunters. How do we stay safe? 
Doctors, Police, Firemen. I think you get the point. We need 
everyone on this earth to keep this earth going. Have you ever 
thought about how jobs are our resources because they are. 
Every job matters just as much as the other.



Have you ever walked down a street and noticed how clean it 
was? You probably have You probably haven’t because you 
don’t pay attention to the smallest job like a garbage collector or 
a window washer. That brings me to a thought that  the smallest 
job matters just as much as the biggest. One detail is according 
to garbage collectors, ”Waiters and garbage collectors usually 
don’t get much respect for the job they do.” Also, according to 
garbage collectors, ”All jobs are important to the economy.” 



Have you ever noticed that some of the most 
important jobs are ones that help people? That's 
why I think the jobs that are important are the 
ones that help people. One detail is according to 
the website Chron, “Teachers have the ability to 
make a positive impact on their students.” In an 
interview with an award winning doctor David 
Scher he said, “I feel like I make a real difference 
in people's lives.” In another interview with a 
police officer she said, “I can help people and 
children in particular.”



Some people win the job lottery by getting the 
exact job that they want. But even if you win 
the job lottery every job still has negatives. In 
an interview with Manhattan New School 
teacher, Catlin Klenk, she said one negative 
part about teaching is all the paperwork. 
Sometimes doctors don’t only have tools in 
their hands sometimes they have people's 
lives. Chron  stated, “People who suffered 
critical injuries need a doctor to attend to 
them quickly.”



It's time wrap this essay up but I hope now you know about all 
different types of jobs and how they matter just as much as 
another. 

             


